Man Fu Yuan presents a sophisticated showcase of teas carefully selected from the
gardens of China to nourish the mind, body and soul. Each brew embodies the
rich heritage of Chinese teas, presenting an aromatic journey to complement the
handcrafted dishes and uplift the dining experience at Man Fu Yuan.

黑茶 • 陈年普洱
BLACK TEA • AGED PU ER (12 YEARS)

茶
TEA

绿茶 • 龙井
GREEN TEA • WEST LAKE DRAGON WELL

A sophisticated tea, Pu Er from Yunnan in China was
so prized it used to be presented as a tribute to the
Emperor during the Qing Dynasty. This tea is
hand-harvested and processed then naturally aged
for 12 years to achieve its complex ﬂavour. A reddish
tea liquor with a smooth rich body and earthy
ﬂavours characteristic of Pu Er, it is known to lower
cholesterol and aid weight loss or maintenance.

One of China’s best-known green teas with a heritage
stretching from as far back as 1,200 years. The tea
leaves are ﬁrst ﬂush leaves harvested in Spring and
subjected to a gradual drying process. The resulting
leaves yield a pale jade liquor that is refreshingly
smooth, sweet and delicate, with a hint of sweet
chestnuts. The tea is reputed to revive the body, aid
digestion and lower blood pressure.

黑茶 • 菊花普洱

绿茶 • 茉莉龙珠

BLACK TEA • CHRYSANTHEMUM PU ER

GREEN TEA • JASMINE PEARL

Chrysanthemum Pu Er is a traditional Chinese blend
renowned for its cleasing eﬀect. Often enjoyed in
southern cities of China and Hong Kong, the earthy
ﬂavours of the Pu Er are balanced with mild smooth
sweetness of the chrysanthemum bulb. It is
particularly eﬀective in supporting wellness and aids
in digesting heavy and oily food.

From Fuzhou, China, the leaf buds are handpicked
and rolled in Spring, and then carefully stored. In
Summer, when the night-blooming jasmine ﬂowers
are harvested, the leaf buds are retrieved and infused
with the freshly-picked ﬂowers for ﬁve nights. This
tea has a wonderfully fragrant scent balanced with a
fresh green tea aroma.

黑茶 • 陈皮普洱

红茶 ･ 古树紅茶

BLACK TEA • MANDARIN PU ER

RED TEA • TRIBUTE RED

Mandarin Pu Er is an exotic black tea blended with
mandarin orange skin. It is tangy and has an earthy
ﬂavor proﬁle with a citrus edge. The well-balanced
sweetness makes it the perfect pairing for spicy food.
It is known to rejuvenate and revitalise the body,
mind and soul.

Tribute Red is a premium red tea from Wuyi
Mountain in Xiamen, China. The young buds are
harvested at 1,500 metres above sea-level and then
hand-processed by skilled tea masters to achieve its
supreme quality and taste. Every 500 grams of this
red tea require tens of thousands of young buds. A
rare tea to be savoured, regular consumption aids in
the supplement of calcium and magnesium needed
for the development of strong teeth and bones.

花茶 • 胎菊
FLORAL TEA • CHRYSANTHEMUM BULB

Produced in Tong Xiang, Zhejiang, a protected
county under the China Agricultural Department,
the chrysanthemum bulbs are grown in a regulated
pollution-and toxin-free environment.
Chrysanthemums have detoxifying and balancing
properties. Regular consumption helps to improve
the eyesight and complexion.

白茶 • 白牡丹
WHITE TEA • WHITE PEONY SUPREME
A white tea produced in the Fuding area in Northern
Fujian, this is tea enjoyed in its most natural and
pristine form. Recent evidence suggests that it
contains three times more antioxidants than green
tea with excellent anti-ageing properties. Mellow and
fresh, it has a smooth and soothing ﬂavour.

6

per guest

乌龙茶 • 观音王
OOLONG TEA • ANXI ROYAL TIE GUANYIN
Widely acclaimed as the Saint of Tea, Anxi Royal
Tie Guan Yin is the ﬁnest oolong harvested in
Spring in the Anxi region in Fujian, China. Each tea
leaf is handpicked to ensure harvests of young
buds. Its proﬁle is smooth, crisp and light with a
fragrane reminiscent of Chinese orchids after
rain. It is known for its cholesterol-reducing and
detoxiﬁcation properties.

inclusive of premium Chinese tea and an amuse-bouche

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government tax.

优质茶
PREMIUM TEA

人参茶王
GINSENG TEA KING
Origin : Fujian
Type: Oolong

凤凰单枞
PHOENIX SUPREME
Origin: Chaozhou
Type: Oolong

碧潭飘雪
SNOWY FLAKE
Origin: Sichuan
Type: Jasmine Tea

银针白毫
SILVER NEEDLE WHITE PEONY

Origin: Fuding
Type: White Tea

宫廷普洱 20 年
IMPERIAL PU ER 20 YEARS
Origin: Yunnan
Type: Black Tea

9

per pot

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government tax.

